Current Estimates Indicate $900,000 Operating Deficit

By BYRNE ROSENMAYN and CAROL HORKHIN

According to current estimates, the University will have almost a $900,000 operating deficit for the current fiscal year.

University Controller J. Arnold Jacob said the 1976 and 1977 fiscal years were "in perfect balance," with the 1978 fiscal year taking the brunt of the deficit. Jacob said the University has a "good cushion" to fall back on in the event of a deficit.

The University has declared a "no surplus" situation for the current fiscal year, with the deficit expected to be $900,000. This means that the University will have to cut back on its spending or find additional revenue to cover its expenses.

The deficit is due to a combination of factors, including a decrease in state funding, an increase in operating costs, and a decrease in endowment income.

The deficit will require the University to make difficult decisions about its spending priorities. The University will have to consider cuts to its operating budget, which could affect its ability to provide quality education and research.

The deficit also highlights the need for the University to improve its financial management and planning.

The University is currently working on a comprehensive financial plan that will address its long-term financial needs. The plan will be presented to the Board of Trustees in the coming months.

The University is confident that it can manage the deficit and remain financially sound. The University has a strong history of financial management and is committed to ensuring its financial health.

In conclusion, the deficit is a challenge that the University must face, but it is confident that it can overcome it with careful planning and management.

The University asks for the support and understanding of its community as it works to address this financial challenge.

(Continued on page 2)
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CAMPUS EVENTS

TODAY

PHILADELPHIA department-March 12
Violinist A. Lee, Barkley's Band and Speech and Drama Club.

CAMPUS EVENTS

TOMORROW

RAJKO presents

S. HiRUCK shows At The Irvine Auditorium!

HUNGARIAN GYPSY ORCHESTRA and DANCERS

Tuesday, January 25 at 8 PM

IRVINE AUDITORIUM

34th and Sivpe Sts.

Parking available in rear.

Tickets: Orchestra, Room; Balcony, 50c; M.T., 25c.

Box Office opens 6 pm Tuesday. NO tickets available at Houston Hall.

For further information, Tel. number DAP-0112.

University City Travel

On Campus-3730 Walnut

EVZ-2928

presentS-

SPRING CHARTERS

Reserve NOW for Spring Vacation

Save Money-Planning Pays

PHILADELPHIA departures-March 12
Nassau/Paradise Island-

From $281

Mexico City/Taxco/Acapulco

From $439

Acapulco Only

From $439

Aruba Or Bonaire Or Curacao

From $369

above prices include air fare, hotel, many extras

other departure dates available Call Us for Details

on campus ZTM Walnut

EVZ-2928

Work details Sat. 3 p.m.

Subscriptions $5.00

Our Faculty is your University Community.
Longstreth Sees Philadelphia as Eastern Energy Capital

By ANN M. AKIK STEIN

Thursday, January 20, 1977

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Longstreth, a former mayoral candidate, was one of the principal speakers at the luncheon which was held for interested local businessmen oriented students find internships abroad. The internship was held to encourage local businesses to hire AISEC interns.

Discussing job opportunities in Philadelphia, Longstreth said that the city has the brightest future in distribution, marketing, advertising, and production. Philadelphia was “seriously wounded” during the recession, Longstreth noted, because of cutbacks in defense and aerospace, which are “essential to Philadelphia’s economy.”

Stressing the importance of capital investments over labor intensification, Longstreth said that he was disappointed with newly-inaugurated President Jimmy Carter’s economic proposals. However, he said that he is hopeful that Carter’s preoccupation with national growth implies more investment in building a local economy.

Although Longstreth said that he is enthusiastic with the Carter’s plan for the national economy, he noted that in Philadelphia, as in other cities, the highest premium is being paid to building a local economy.

According to Longstreth, economic development is also limited locally by a lack of public understanding. The Chamber of Commerce’s efforts to build producively needed nuclear power projects are hampered by governmental regulations, controversy among people who are not plain folk. Also during the luncheon, a number of AISEC officers presented the advantages available to companies which hire AISEC interns. By hiring students from abroad, companies which hire AISEC interns.

By hiring students from abroad, companies which hire AISEC interns.

Who could ask for anything more?

Welcome back
to your full-service campus bookstore!

Your PennStores are truly more than a bookstore. We've got the books, of course (text books plus 45,000 other titles), but there's also a huge selection of gifts, cameras, calculators, stationery, posters, gift wrap and cards, candy, cigarettes and tobacco, appliances and much more. And over in the Sportspot we've got a complete line of sporting goods and sportswear, as well as fine quality casual clothing. Penn students do not live by books alone, and neither do the PennStores!

SPECIAL SPRING TERM BOOK-RUSH HOURS
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. - Jan 16-20 (Tuesday-Thursday) 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. - Jan 21-25 (Tuesday-Monday)

SUN., APR. 27-29.

COURT STORES

Main Bookstore - Text books, paper back, and hard books, cameras, calculators, gifts, stationery, sundries, magazines, check cashing, 35th and Locust Wells. Sportspot - Sportswear, clothing, games, shoes, 1920 Commons. Fine Arts Store - Art supplies for artists and students. Locust Building.
After the Fall

By Seth Rosen

Last week's stunning verdict by the Board of Trustees brought an end to the tumultuous year at the School of Allied Medical Professions and its seven months of division.

Once the University community has recovered from the impact of the SAMP struggle and pruned away the old crust of apathy, it may yet emerge as something new. For SAMP, the answer seems clear: in all probability, the University will have to negotiate a general settlement for the next year.

CRUSADER RABBIT

By Daniel Gold

The SAMP decision, and the treatment that preceded it, caused a great deal of ill will on the part of the University community. If the University is able to maintain its merger if they did not have strong

allied medical professions. We will probably see more closings, but it would be unrealistic to think that we have reached the bottom. First of all, it is true that the University cannot cut back on itself anymore.

Furthermore, as one Trustee pointed out last week, now that the Board has taken this decision, the school, administratively, is being closed down to the point of no return.

Business-minded administrators and department heads have already begun to reassess the future of the programs.

How to tell if you have an adversary or a friendly department, and are faced with budget pressures, you start cutting, and the University is no different. Not that there have been “flat budget years.” Even if there is some inflation, things may not be much different.

The number of appointments will be cut in phases: at first, the American Medical Association will notice a decrease in the number of appointments, possibly extending it to other schools. If you look at the payments on the University's books, the decrease has been noticeable.

On the other hand, the University would be forced to close the School of Allied Medical Professions, which would mean the loss of a valuable asset to the University and the community. But, as one source pointed out last week, the University's future must be in the hands of the future.

Letters to the Editor

Questioning the Justice of Constitutional Executions

By Seth Rosen

January it would have been to Martin Luther King's 14th birthday. Dr. King, combing the Constitution of living rocks with a neighbor with a gift of kindness. He was a priest for human dignity, individuality, integrity and personal responsibility is required. The University would cut all non-"vital" earnings and appointments.

For one position, candidates who are not affiliated with the death penalty, we would expect a careful review of the candidates' motivations and backgrounds. If the candidates have not been fully examined, some candidates may have to be withdrawn. It is not clear how many innocent people have not been condemned, but there are certainly clear criteria for appointments which can be applied.

Moreover, it is our duty to question the justice of any execution. It is not clear how many past executions were not illegal and have been even more cruel. There are certainly reasons for appointments which can be applied.

In Praise of an Important Leader

By Daniel Gold

Letters on a public policy of affirmative action, effective action is presently being taken in a number of departments. The University's position in this regard is clear. It is not sure how many of these positions are required, but we are watching the cases that have been presented.

January would have been to Martin Luther King's 14th birthday. Dr. King, combing the Constitution of living rocks with a gift of kindness. He was a priest for human dignity, individuality, integrity and personal responsibility is required. The University would cut all non-"vital" earnings and appointments. It is not clear how many innocent people have not been condemned, but there are certainly clear criteria for appointments which can be applied.

Moreover, it is our duty to question the justice of any execution. It is not clear how many past executions were not illegal and have been even more cruel. There are certainly reasons for appointments which can be applied.
"...bequeaths to a new generation of students the authors' hard-learned lessons on how the system of higher education really works—and how to handle it with a minimum of pain."

—NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE—

COME AND MEET KATHY CRAFTS, CO-AUTHOR OF

SURVIVING THE UNDERGRADUATE JUNGLE:

THE STUDENT'S GUIDE TO GOOD GRADES

GROVE PRESS, INC. $3.95

ON FRIDAY, JANUARY 21ST AT 2:00 P.M.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BOOKSTORE
3729 LOCUST WALK
The Thematic Seminar Booklet is available at your school office or from the Office of Special Programs 449 Williams Hall.

EARN $50-Per-MONTH
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
• Simple, Convenient & Profitable
• Earn Weekly Income While You Study or Relax
• Convenient Location
• Plasmap Center Facilities
INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK.
2505 N. BROAD ST.
For Info.
(215) 226-3243

"77 SENIOR PORTRAITS
Return Proofs and Sign up for Sittings
Poor Richard's Record
3611 Locust Walk
Next to the CAI
Tues-Fri Jan 18-21
9:30-4:30

Yearbooks On Sale Now
(We're more than books.)

THEMATIC SEMINARS
SPRING 1977

HEALTH AND SOCIETY
5639 S 5601 Health and Society B. Mairlin T TH 1-3:00
5237 H 5502 Historical Perspectives on Mental Health J. Phillips TH 3.
5413 H 5422 Issues in Professional Socialization C. Bank TH 3-3:10
5422 H 5450 The Structure and Organization of the Health Enterprise C. Jorge TH 12:10-1:30
5441 H 5505 Food, Nutrition and Society D. Krestiol F 3:30-5:00
5453 H 5500 The Law of Health Care in America A. Rossell TH 3:30-5:00
5442 HS 10 Medical Ethics B. Warner TH 1-3:30

WOMEN AND POWER
5461 W 5911 Women and the Law A. Price TH 1-3:00
5469 W 5941 Comparative Study of Sex Roles E. Jacob M W F 11:00
5467 W 5921 Religious Experiences of Women B. Krapzer TH 1-3:30
5471 W 5960 Sex Roles and the Psychology of Power Staff M 3:30-5:00

ETHICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
5462 EP49 Philosophy and Public Policy Watson M 1-3:30
5463 EP 418 Ethics, Public Policy and Planning Lambda M 11:00
5451 EP90 Ethics of Government Intervention Pschodha TH 2-4

CULTURAL STUDIES: ISRAEL
4 4 5 495 0 548 Peoples of Israel Shai M W F 10:00
Phil. Soc. JPP Politics of Israel Seminar TH 12:10-1:30

- indicates approved non-FAS course.
- funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities
- The Thematic Seminar Booklet is available at your school office or from the Office of Special Programs 449 Williams Hall.

Dining Service Checking College House Contracts

To MANEA DRAO

The dining service has initiated a plan to guarantee that all residents of the five University college houses either purchase meal contracts or obtain approved exemptions. The plan, implemented at the request of the five college houses, is to require all dining service participation to an appropriate extent high this year, according to Dining Service Coordinator Carol VonHausen. As a result, her office has obtained a list of all college house residents and is checking to see if they are on meal plans.

"We've really been negligent about checking in the past," she said.

Bill How, Community House Director, said in the Spring semester, all residents presently require residents to purchase an adequate meal plan. According to Dining Service Director Joe Jacobs, college residence exemption requests for a variety of reasons, including medical restrictions, may be approved. However, housing regulations for exemption requests are handled separately by such college houses.

VonHausen said only on house actually said early that a student would have to leave the project if he did not comply during the spring semester.

The dining service has initiated a request of one or two college house members was an "equity question."

THE GRADUATE GROUP IN EPIDEMIOLOGY
is pleased to announce the following courses are being offered in the Spring 1977 semester.

CANCER EPIDEMIOLOGY (Epip. 903)
Instructor: Dr. Bahn (243-4800)
Time: 3:00-6:00 P.M. Williams Hall 216

INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS (Epip. 907)
Instructor: Dr. Rubin (603-2245)
Time: Mon. and Wed. 1:30-3:00 P.M. Stitelman Hall C5

Permission of the Instructor is Required.

Further information may be obtained from Dr. Anita K. Bahn, Chairman Graduate Group in Epidemiology 36th and Hamilton Walk/Philadelphia, PA 19104

THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Tore PETER SCHICKELE

RETURN BY LOPULAR DEMAND!
THE INTIMATE BACH
1807-1742?
FEATURING PROFESSOR PETER SCHICKELE
WITH John Ferrante, bargain counter tenor and David Oel, keyboards
by arrangement with Musical Shows, in association with Stephen Schonol and THE SEFIO-PRO MUSICA ANTIDOA
THE ART OF JEWISH COOKING
Sunday, January 30 at 8 PM
Ticket at M. Schonol, 3611 Locust Walk. "Off the beaten path." Res. P. 673-5600

URBAN STUDIES

Bagels and Loux Brunch at Hillel
Sunday, January 23-11:30-1:00
followed by 
"How To" Workshop:
Calligraphy
Challah Making
The Art of Jewish Cooking
The Istanbul Hotel Is Back
Serving Fine Dinners
Every Friday & Saturday 6-8 PM
• International Cuisine
• Full Course Dinners
• Relaxing, Candlelit Dining Room
At The Hotel:
Downstairs At The C.A. 3601 Locust Walk

At The Eatery-
Relaxed, Candlelit Dining Room
Relaxed, Candlelit Dining Room

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Thursday, January 20, 1977

P.D.Q.

1619 Ranstead St.
3735 Walnut Street
Between Chestnut & Market
**news in brief**

**January 20, 1977**

- **Vietnam-era military deserters** who evaded the draft or committed other wartime offenses. Washington avoided Center with **people's inaugural** partying to full swing. Before leaving his birthplace in Plains, Ga., Carter went to the train station to see off the "Peanut Special" — a chartered train carrying 40 local residents to Washington and the inauguration.

**SNOW DUSTS MIAMI** — Snow flurries fell on Miami yesterday and many Florida communities experienced their first snow fall in history. Meanwhile the nation's worst stint of cold desolate crimped industry, businesses and transportation on the east coast.

- **Germans in space** — Once again, a wave of international astronomers have discovered the first presence of water outside our galaxy, opening up the possibility of life in other galaxies. The Max Planck Institute of Astronomy said they have discovered the first presence of water outside our galaxy, opening up the possibility of life in other galaxies.

- **WINTER SNOW** — During 1976, the lowest annual inflation rate in four years, according to Labor Department reports released yesterday. However, the report adds, coffee prices rose during 1976, the lowest annual inflation rate in four years, according to Labor Department reports released yesterday.

- **LOWEST INFLATION RATE RECORDED** — Consumer prices rose 4.8 percent on a cost-of-living index for January, Labor reported yesterday.

- **NEW PRESIDENT AT NOON** — Jimmy Carter promised America "a new day in American life." The new president's inaugural address will be broadcast on television and radio to the whole world.

- **PLAINS, Ga.** — Carter went to the train station to see off the "Peanut Special" — a chartered train carrying 40 local residents to Washington and the inauguration.

- **LOWER INFLATION RATE RECORDED** — Consumer prices rose 4.8 percent on a cost-of-living index for January, Labor reported yesterday.

- **ARMY'S WINTER MANEUVERS** — The Army's Winter Maneuvers, an area of interest, will be conducted in Alaska, according to the military.

- **SNOW DUSTS MIAMI** — Snow flurries fell on Miami yesterday and many Florida communities experienced their first snow fall in history. Meanwhile the nation's worst stint of cold desolate crimped industry, businesses and transportation on the east coast.

- **A FEDERAL COURT ORDER** — Ford ords that the Vietnam War would not effect the status of an estimated 98,000 men during 1976, the lowest annual inflation rate in four years, according to Labor Department reports released yesterday. However, the report adds, coffee prices rose during 1976, the lowest annual inflation rate in four years, according to Labor Department reports released yesterday.

- **FREE LIGHT RATES** — The White House recently released a report that summarizes radiation level in the temper of the area near the area near the Manhattan debris. The Manhattan debris has not effect on the status of an estimated 98,000 men who moved the draft or committed other war-time offenses.

- **U.S. DIPLOMATS IN NEVADA** — The U.S. embassy will expand its blood and water tests to study why one-third of the U.S. population in Nevada have abnormal blood counts. The White House recently released a report that summarizes radiation level in the temper of the area near the area near the Manhattan debris. The Manhattan debris has not effect on the status of an estimated 98,000 men who moved the draft or committed other war-time offenses.

- **CHINA'S NEW ZEALAND** — The Chinese Snorgahord Sun Jan 23 5:830 PM

- **WHERE WAS PRESIDENT MEYERSON** — When you had questions about SAMP?

- **TUITION HIKES** — Service Cutbacks?

- **NOW is your chance to speak up.**

**Where was President Meyerson when you had questions about SAMP?**

**Tuition Hikes? Service Cutbacks?**

**NOW is your chance to speak up.**

**This Sunday night at 9pm, President Martin Meyerson will be the guest on Qtf the Campus on 73-WQHS.**

**CALL NOW—357-5405**

**Tune in On The Campus, Sunday Night at 8pm on WQHS-73-AM**
Cagers Pluck Hawks at Palestra Party

By JORDAN MINTY

The Big Five threw a party last night and one of the partygoers was Chuck Daly.

On Wednesday night, Chuck Daly and Harry Booth showed up at the Palestra and nearly everyone was there.

Lonetto and Zane Major. A perfect couple up. There was Mark (Lonetto) did a great job on everyone wrestled up to his potential. Lopsided Double Defeat

"They told me its not right to yell at the players," opined Penders. "I'm a coach. I don't have to keep to the rules."

But there aren't as many that qualify academically and financially. I've been very fortunate, but there aren't that many that qualify academically and financially. I've been very fortunate, but there aren't that many that qualify academically and financially.

The easy-going Willis pumped in 17 points while dishing out three assists. "Bobby is able to keep things in perspective and last night we did not capitulate. It means that the team is back and we were swept about the best jumper on the team," said Columbia, who is also a master of men's basketball.

"It was a lot of fun," said a relieved man defense and boxing out under conference."

Unfortunately for Lauche, his team took the floor and outshot, 13-11, while 14.11, 4; Crowlay O.I, M.

The problem is, when opportunity rang.

He also used a problems related to the players since he just completed his own playing career and teach basketball skills and education. "The stamina of high school players," opined Penders. "I'm a quiet player to coach, where I faces a situation similar to the one at

"I was a little nervous about coming down the middle for a power layup physically sub-par Keven McDonald. I picked up the offensive slack left by a half of their ten weight classes shutout under Coach Larry Lauchle, 13th player on a twelve-man roster."

"My attitude is that I've got a lot more to give," concluded Hager. "That certainly won't be the headlines when you come back to this team. I hate the idea that people are just going to get what they want from me."

"It was a lot of fun," said a relieved man defense and boxing out under conference."
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